
The original and the best

#Litterpickers

RANGE



The World’s #1 selling litter clearance hand tool -
our LITTERPICKER RANGE is tough and dependable...

so whatever one you choose, know you’ve picked the best!

Grooved jaw -
for a constant
& secure grip

100% reusable -
Buy British, quality 
made for longevity

British Manufactured - 
Support local businesses

to reduce carbon footprint 

Hygienic - 
wipe clean handle

Trigger style action - 
full handhold squeeze 

therefore, reducing 
RSI and pressure sores

NEW for 2021
#reuseGELPRO®

Exclusive Gel Handle
- ergonomic and easy to grip

for all day comfort or 
sustained use



#1 COMMUNITY
Litter grabber

LITTERPICKER
Folding

SAFE PICK
Hygienic 
Collection

GRAPTOR
for Kids

LITTERPICKER
The original & best

A range of lengths 
available from 
18” up to 10’

A Helping Hand LITTERPICKER is tried and tested to providing an effective pick up, 
every time, whatever the weather or environment.

PRO®

PRO®



The world’s best selling litter 
clearance hand tool. 

    is unsurpassed for quality, design, function, ergonomics and application.  
Whichever length you choose, we guarantee you’ve picked the best trigger litter picker!

       XL 6’/180cm LP1172 - Ideal for waterways and trees

       Long 50”/127cm LP1150 - Extra reach for hedges and borders

                Graptor 27”/68cm LP1227 - Child size, fun and safe

                 Safe pick 18”/45cm LP1118 - Precision for hazardous waste 

                 Extra  37”/93cm LP1137 - As original, but longer

                 Original  33”/85cm LP1333 - Effective and foldable

                 Original  33”/85cm LP1133 - Reliable and effective

                 Original  33”/85cm LP1633 - Exclusive gel handle

       XXL 8’/240cm LP1196 - Ideal for waterways and trees

Over 6 million users worldwide have it as 

their tool of choice

Reflective features increase visibility for 24 

hour cleansing 

The longest Litterpicker Pro is a lengthy 3m, 

ideal for items normally well out of reach

       XXXL 10’/310cm LP1200 - Our longest litter picker

85cm /33”  LP1333

Longer lengths available, from 50” - 10’  (packed individually)

Our Bestseller, 

now foldable!

45cm   54cm  68cm     85cm   93cm              127cm                 1.80m                   2.4m                         3m

Please contact your local Sales Manager or Head Office for 
more information
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    The Helping Hand Company Ltd
    Bromyard Road, Ledbury
    Herefordshire HR8 1NS
Tel: +44 (0)1531 635678 Fax: +44 (0)1531 635670 
Sales@HelpingHand.co.uk
HHEnvironmental.co.uk


